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About This Content

This soundtrack to the sleeper-hit video game BIT.TRIP CORE features thumpin' chiptune-inspired tracks that will get your
heart pounding as CommanderVideo learns what it means to have a CORE.

Bookended by amazing chiptune artist and guest star Bubblyfish, the BIT.TRIP CORE soundscape continues
CommanderVideo's aural soul quest as he transitions into the land of the tactile.

Get in the zone and ride the vibe as you continue your own BIT.TRIP with this audio companion.

TRACK LIST

Translucent (feat. Bubblyfish)

Discovery

Exploration
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Control

Ah! (feat. Bubblyfish)

Trepidation

Nurture

Determination

Accomplishment

Realization
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One of my favorite skins out of the DLC's for this game! I love how creepy it looks and the darkness of it makes it scarier when
you see one. Definitely worth $5.99!. Great game, great artwork. Easy to play, hard to master.. I'm a simple man, When I see
boobs I say good game ._.. Fun little puzzle pool game.... IN SPACE!

Hit the balls out of the arena to clear them.

There is some extras like bombs, which are trickier to clear than normal balls.

There is local turn based multiplayer, which I haven't tried out yet.

Would love to see some bots to play against, and some online multiplayer in the future.. Just get the full game...
The sounds are very, very bad in this version
Only one fall animation
Otherwise not bad, but still just get the full game.. If you get this as a bundle, sure. But buy skins? Waste of money.. Have
played since version 1.0. Initially very buggy and with a lot of features that didn't work. I liked it from the start, but was
frustrated with what was missing. Now with version 2.21 (and half a year later) I must say that it is really starting to shape up.
With 2.5 on the way and eventually 3.0 etc. and DLCs I think this game will become truly great.
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defrag on lsd. I've waited 30 years for a game like this, so I'm a very critical player when it comes to one of my most beloved
franchises, so bear that in mind for this review.

The Good: You can live out your Captain fantasies, or just pretend to be Zapp Brannigan, as you and your stalwart (and often
inept) crew go gallavanting across the heavens in the USS Aegis or classic USS Enterprise from the Original series. Face off
against Klingons and environmental hazards, rescue people, blow them up, whatever strikes your fancy. When the crew works
together, it's an amazing feeling as each station is integral to completing your mission. Visit historic ST universe locations (the
Delphic Expanse was the setting in the second half of Enterprise) and spot an easter egg: the dreaded Doomsday Machine.
Command, Fly, Shoot, or Repair your way to victory with 4 distinct roles as you seek out a new home for the Vulcans following
the events of 2009's Star Trek.

The Bad: For a next-gen title by a AAA (sometimes) producer, the graphics and audio are fairly disappointing. While not
everyone has powerful rigs to run VR with high detail, the lack there of in this game is more than a little disappointing, as the
Aegis is a fairly undetailed model without any special effects (like bussard glow or warp exhaust glow) and the warp
effects/sound look very repetitve, boring, and don't really inspire the same awe witnessed in the 2009 ST reboot by JJ and
sequels. The main campaign is woefully short, just 5 episodic missions, each only lasting about an hour, and while the game
features a random mission generator, they're hardly random: the only variation is location, number of enemies, number of
environmental hazards, and whether or not a star is about to go nova.

The Ugly: There's only 4 stations, and only the bridge and ready room are visitable on your ship. A science and comms station
would have been even more immersive, requiring players to translate Klingon or clean up distorted distress calls, or science to
scan planets/debris/etc. for mission plot or to gain an edge in combat. Engineering could have been fleshed out by actually
having the engineer... I dunno, in engineering, maybe having to jump around to various consoles/equipment to keep it repaired.
Finally, there's only 1 enemy type: Klingons, and the occasional pirates. There are generic "anomalies" all over the place,
anywhere from harmless to sensor dampening to "melts your hull." Speaking of hull melting, the Aegis is made of paper, and
has the firepower of a wet noodle flung at medium velocity after being cooked al dente. Transferring power to phasers does
nothing to remedy this, only serving to improve their range. Despite seeing the Enterprise (an older ship, at this point in the
timeline) belt out blistering firepower, the Aegis is limited to firing short bursts from only a single phaser bank, and only two
torpedoes on a very long reload. This leads to some very frustrating engagements, as even 1 Klingon ship can overpower you if
you're not on your best behavior. While lorewise the Federation/Starfleet was never a military faction, their ships did not lack
firepower; in TNG on numerous occasions the crew laughed at the notion of a Klingon ship attacking the Enterprise D.
Additionally, the events in 2009's ST should have made for a more "defensive" Starfleet, as indicated in the sequel where
Section 31 secretly developed the Vengeance. There's also no "ST" like resolution with the Klingons... it's always a firefight or
running away, or sneaking about stealthily (something Gene Roddenberry said the Federation did not do). You can't hail the
Klingons and ask for permission to pass through this neutral space, nor can you hail a damaged freighter and ask if they need
help.

Ultimately, the game is fun, but only for a short time. It's not a game you can easily show your friends, because it depends on
other random players on the internet (unless you have your own dedicated crew) and the limited variety in missions, poor
graphics and audio, and terrible balancing make the inital shine of the game wear off in short order.

I'll leave it to you to decide if it's worth 50 bucks, but in my eyes... get it on sale if you're gonna buy it.. Good game + great
songs + great prices = one of the best deals on steam.. What a pleasure this game is. Beautiful today, let alone for its age. Buy it
on sale, or not. If you can ramp up the settings it looks gorgeous. Charming day and night cycle.

Just Do It. And at the $2 price, it's worth it just to play the tutorial.. There probably is a passable game here somewhere, but if
so it is buried beneath a UI that is excruciating to use: performing even the simplest actions (like transferring items between
characters) require multiple unintuitive inputs, and it's hard to tell at a glance what particular stats for a character are since these
are displayed as a zoo of numbers (without symbols) on the character's portrait. In fact, its hard to tell whats happening in most
screens (map, battle, inventory) because of the massive visual clutter. All of this is made worse by the lack of a decent tutorial
(the game's token attempt at the beginning really doesn't help).

The store page says this is out of early access, but it feels and looks unfinished.. A good casual game with fun and challenging
mazes! For less then 2 bucks, you cant go wrong with it. And I like the emoticons and the backgrounds! :). Bad :
- In Oculus mode, the sound doesn't automatically output to the Rift audio.
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- You can't dissociate body direction from head direction.
- I can't see my hands (even if there's nothing to interact with).
- Smooth rotation should be a menu option (bad for VR newbies).

Good :
- The options menu is a treat.
- Provides roaming (not teleportation), or snap rotation for VR newbies.
- Polished : Visuals, atmosphere, no peeking through walls...

PS : I somehow missed out the "3D models viewer.". Extremely difficult to utilize game mechanics. very nice game.

Dungeoncrawler with great art of cute girls and a little bit of visual novel.

absolutly recommend it.
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